
Visual Activism Presentation: 1IN9 CAMPAIGN 

 

 The Campaign believes in producing knowledge that creates 

and strengthen a feminist understanding of sexual violence & 

interrogates dominant discourse on violence, inequality and 

discrimination 

 We recognize that women & survivors themselves produce 

knowledge in many forums by multiple factors, most 

importantly. 

 We are experts and co- creators therefore we use our voices & 

analyses to the work we produce 

 Feminist knowledge is central to all our work and using Art As 

Advocacy tool amplifies our voices as women and changes the 

dominant images of women & our lives by traditional media 

 The Campaign media centers around the feminist idea that the 

personal is political & therefore reflecting our lived experiences 

 The process begins with an engagement, where we discuss the 

issue we want to target and create media on; using the 5Ws & 

H process… 

o Why are you creating the image? Why is it important?  

o What is the problem/issue you are addressing? 

o When  

o Who are you talking about or to? Who is your target? 

o Where is this message going to be used? Your medium of 

distribution 

 

 We then think of images that represent what we want to say 

    

 

Examples of some of the visual activism we have used: 

 

 Women will Smash 



 This poster was designed by Amp Studio together with Judy 

with the aim to produce a positive image of collective work - 

women coming together to bring about change by ending all 

forms of oppression on our bodies.  

 

 

I was Raped Poster: The 

concept of this poster was looking at lame excuses or reasons 

why women get raped by society, shfting and putting blame on 

women instaed od of simply seeing the real reasoin why men 

rapes, which is rapist rapes because he is a rapist, no amount of 

reason can justify it



This is the latest poster looking at the level 4 lockdown and the 

unrest in country,to hold the giovernment accountable and to 



support women and communities whose lives are affected by 

the political flames instigaters because of patriachy greed and 

power, as you can see what we demand on the poster

 


